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Abstract

tity of text data, such as a salesperson's daily
reports, questionnaires for customers, and callcenter inquiries. Text mining is one of the natural language processing technologies and has
attracted attention as a promising solution. It
is a research area derived from data mining.
Whereas data mining treats numerical or symbol
data in relational databases, text mining treats
textual data which is written in natural language and not structured by database schema.
The aim of text mining is to discover new knowledge from a mass of raw textual data.
To analyze documents without data structure,
the documents have to be converted into data
which computers can deal with. Accordingly,
meanings have to be extracted from expressions.
But it is a very dicult problem for current natural language processing technologies. Hence,
an alternative method has been used; keywords
are extracted from a document after word segmentation and pos (part of speech) tagging, and
then the document is approximately represented
by a set of keywords. Usually content words,
such as nouns and verbs, are used as keywords,
and functional words, such as adjuncts and auxiliaries, are not used.
Examples of keywords extracted from expressions are shown: 1

We propose a text mining method based on
information extraction and a system for analysis of a salesperson's daily reports to support
the sales manager's decision making. This system analyzes successful and unsuccessful factors
from daily reports, and enables us to access only
important information on sales trends without
reading through large reports.
Our text mining has two main processes:
key concept extraction and structure extraction.
The key concept extraction process extracts contents which are important for understanding the
documents, called key concepts, using a knowledge dictionary. The knowledge dictionary is
composed of four hierarchies: a category, a concept class, a key concept and an expression.
The structure extraction process extracts structures, such as cause-and-e ect relationships and
subject-object relationships by a combination
of key concepts which belong to di erent categories. Using this method, structures can be
extracted from documents with a lot of incomplete sentences, without parsing.
keywords text mining, natural language processing, information extraction, knowledge dictionary, salesperson's daily report

(1) Shampoo-ha ure-masendeshita.
(Shampoo did not sell.)

1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been an increasing
demand for automatic analysis of a large quan-

1
Italics indicates Japanese and English translation is
in parenthesis.
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)

\shampoo", \ureru (sell)"

(2) Shampoo-ha ure-mashita.
(Shampoo sold.)
) \shampoo", \ureru (sell)"
(3) Ugoki-ga yoi. (Movement is good.)
) \ugoku (move)", \yoi (good)"
(4) Kaiten-ga hayai. (Circulation is fast.)
) \kaiten (circulation)", \hayai (fast)"
Examples (1) and (2) have the same keywords,
whereas they have absolutely di erent meanings
from the viewpoint of sales: \did not sell" and
\sold." On the other hand, examples (3) and
(4) have di erent keywords, whereas they have
the same meaning: \sales are good."
Expressions in the document should, therefore, be converted into abstracted concepts so
as to take account of meanings. For this reason, we have proposed a text mining method
based on information extraction using a knowledge dictionary. Furthermore, we have applied
this method to analysis of a salesperson's daily
reports.
Section 2 explains a text mining method based
on information extraction using a knowledge
dictionary. Section 3 describes an application
system for analysis of a salesperson's daily reports. Section 4 shows the eciency of the system through experiments with real data. Section 5 describes related works, and Section 6
gives conclusions and future works.

Figure 1: Process ow for text mining.
This process extracts proper nouns using a
proper noun dictionary.

(iii) Key concept extraction

This process extracts contents which are important for understanding the documents, called
key concepts, using a knowledge dictionary.

(iv) Structure extraction

This process extracts structures, such as
cause-and-e ect relationships and subjectobject relationships, by a combination of key
concepts.

2 Text Mining Based on Information
Extraction

(v) Report generation

This process counts the frequency of key concepts and structures extracted in the previous
processes, and generates reports with tables of
statistics or graphs.

Figure 1 shows the process ow for our text
mining. The text mining process consists of
ve sub-processes and two dictionaries: the subprocesses are word segmentation & pos tagging, proper noun extraction, key concept extraction, structure extraction and report generation, while the dictionaries are a proper noun
dictionary and a knowledge dictionary.

(vi) Proper noun dictionary

This dictionary consists of two elements: a
name and a corresponding expression. Each
name has one or more expressions described by
a notation of regular expressions, so as to absorb a variety of representations. Names may
be classi ed into appropriate groups.

(i) Word segmentation & pos tagging

This process segments input documents into
words with pos information.

(vii) Knowledge dictionary

(ii) Proper noun extraction

This dictionary is composed of four hierar-
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Figure 2: Hierarchy of knowledge dictionary.
chies: a category, a concept class, a key concept
and an expression (Fig. 2). Each category has
one or more concept classes, and each concept
class has one or more key concepts, and each
key concept has one or more expressions. The
expressions are also described by a notation of
regular expressions like the proper noun dictionary.
Using the knowledge dictionary, expressions
which have the same meaning and di erent representations can be treated as the same concept.
These two dictionaries should be prepared depending on the purpose of the analysis and document contents.

Figure 3: Format of Lion daily report.

Figure 4: Architecture of the system.
Figure 3 shows the format of the Lion daily
report. 2 The report contains several store
names and notes. The note and store name are
associated through the lled-in number to the
left of each element. Though each note should
be written per product, this rule is not always
kept. Since there is no eld for lling in product names, some of the notes contain no product name, and some contain multiple product
names. Among the elements shown in Fig. 3,
only reporter names, dates, areas, store names
and notes are used as input data in the system.
The system generates compiled reports in
HTML through the analysis, and the reports
are stored on the hard disk of the server computer. Sales managers, marketing researchers
and salespersons can read them through WWW
browsers of individual personal computers (Fig.
4). Analysis is performed weekly. The system
provides three views of the analysis.

3 Application to Analysis of Daily
Reports

We have built an application system for analysis of daily reports from store-front management using the proposed text mining method.
In the following subsections, an overview of the
system, details of the processes and dictionaries
are described.

3.1 Overview of the System

The purpose of the system is to analyze successful and unsuccessful factors from Lion daily
reports submitted every day by salespersons, via
e-mail. The Lion business elds are household
products, pharmaceutical products, food products and chemical products. Toiletry and household products, such as toothpaste, detergent
and shampoo, etc., have been Lion's core business since its foundation. The reports treated by
the system are on sales of toiletry and household
products.

2
This is the format of daily reports on hard copy. In
reality, the reports are digitized.
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Figure 5: Screen display of the system (1): table. \S", \U" and \O" indicate \successful", \unsuccessful" and \others", respectively.

(i) Analysis by in-house products

(iii) Analysis by store area

Records in the daily reports are classi ed by a
product name, type of information (successful,
unsuccessful, or others), and type of store (supermarket, drugstore, convenience store, mass
merchandiser, etc.). The number of records is
shown in the table. When the product name,
the type of information and the type of store
are selected, the descriptions of records including the selected information are shown.

Records in the daily reports are classi ed by
an area name and type of store. When the area
name and the type of store are selected, the descriptions of records including the selected information are shown.
Figures 5 and 6 show a screen display of the
system. 3 Figure 5 shows a screen of the table
on in-house products. The number of records in-

(ii) Analysis by products of rival companies

In Figs. 5 and 6, \Ban",\Q's day",\Shokubutu monogatari", \Mohaturyoku" are beauty care products; \PC
clinica" and \Dentar" are oral care products; \Top",
\Blue dia", and \Acron" are fabric care products; and
\Mama royal " is a home-care product. All of these
names are trademarks of Lion, although the notation is
in Japanese characters. The author is responsible for notation in Roman characters.
3

Records in the daily reports are classi ed by a
company name. The number of records is shown
in the table. When the company name is selected, the descriptions of records including the
selected company name are shown.
4

Figure 6: Screen display of the system (2): description.
The system quanti es qualitative information,
such as human impressions and emotions. As a
result, sales managers can grasp the sales trends
without having to read through large reports,
and quickly access important information in reports, such as unsuccessful factors.

cluding successful factors and unsuccessful factors are shown in di erent elds. Each column
has a pair of gures with a colored arrow: the
upper gure indicates the number of records in
the selected week, while the lower gure indicates the number of records in the week before the selected week. A red up-arrow indicates an increase in records, while a blue downarrow indicates a decrease. Looking at the table, users can nd important information at a
glance. When users click on the gure for which
they would like details, the display changes to
Fig. 6.
Figure 6 shows a screen of descriptions of the
selected records. Summaries of the descriptions
are on the left, while bodies of the descriptions
are on the right. The summaries are labels given
to the structures, called structure names. The
generation of structure names will be described
in Section 3.4.

3.2 Proper Noun Extraction

Proper nouns are extracted using a proper
noun dictionary. Names of in-house products,
names of products of rival companies, and names
of rival companies are registered in the proper
noun dictionary. Abbreviated names are registered as well as formal names.

3.3 Key Concept Extraction and Knowledge Dictionary
Key concepts are extracted using a knowledge dictionary. To extract successful and unsuccessful factors in store-front management,
5

Table 1: Examples of key concept.
category concept class key concept
cause

e ect

promotion

sales trends

expression (in Japanese)

free gifts were attached
P.O.P. advertisements were displayed
testers were lacking
sales were good
sales were bad

concept class \sales trends."
Adjuncts, auxiliaries, endings and conjugations are considered as well as etyma. For
instance, \ure-nakatta" and \ure-ta" have the
same etymon \ureru", whereas they have different meanings because of the auxiliaries
\nakatta" and \ta." Considered with auxiliaries, \ure-nakatta" can be recognized as \did
not sell", and \ure-ta" as \sold", respectively.
Expressions of multiwords are extracted as well
as expressions of single words.
For analysis of Lion daily reports, we have
manually developed a knowledge dictionary with
245 key concepts of the cause category and 54
key concepts of the e ect category, examining
6,009 notes, which is a text of 788 kilobytes.

the knowledge dictionary has two categories: a
cause and an e ect. The cause category has
eight concept classes, and the e ect category has
four concept classes.

(i) Cause category










景品.?[つ付] け (る|た|て|まし )
景品.?[貼添] 付
POP.?[つ付] け (る|た|て|まし )
テスター.?(な (い|かっ|く)
|ありません)
動き.?良 (い|かっ|く [^なあ])
売れて.?い (る|た|て|まし )
動き.?な (い|かっ|く)
動き.?低迷
売れて.?な (い|かっ|く)

logistics
selling oor
(cleanliness, display of product, etc.)
store situations
(location, environment, etc.)
promotion
(free gift, tester, advertisement, etc.)
sales
(clearance sale, end-of-season sale, etc.)
market
(age of customer, sex of customer, etc.)
price
stock

3.4 Structure Extraction
Structures with cause-and-e ect relationships
are extracted by a combination of key concepts
which belong to di erent categories.
Table 2 shows examples of structure extraction. Record no. 1 has a product name \A",
two key concepts of cause category \P.O.P.
advertisements were displayed" and \free gifts
were attached" and a key concept of e ect category \sales were good." Consequently, it has
two structures with cause-and-e ect relationships \As P.O.P. advertisements were displayed,
sales (of product A) were good." and \As free
gifts were attached, sales (of product A) were
good." In the same way, record no. 2 has a structure \As testers were lacking, sales (of product

(ii) E ect category

sales trends
customer voice
shop sta voice
bargaining
Table 1 shows examples of the knowledge
dictionary, where pos information is omitted
to simplify the notation. \.?^|[ ]( )" are
meta characters in regular expressions. For instance, key concepts \free gifts were attached"
and \P.O.P. (point of purchase) advertisements
were displayed" are included in the concept
class \promotion", and key concepts \sales were
good" and \sales were bad" are included in the
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Table 2: Examples of structure extraction.
key concept
no. product cause
e ect
P.O.P. advertisements
were displayed
A
sales were good
1
free gifts were attached
2

B

testers were lacking

sales were bad

B) were bad."
Each structure has a name which is made
by combining key concept names and functional
words, such as conjunctions and prepositions.
The structure names may be regarded as summaries. When key concepts of cause and/or effect are not extracted from a record, no structures are extracted from the record.

Table 3: Results of product name extraction.
precision recall
average
1.00
0.51
1.00 and 0.51. All product names that the system could not extract were written using abbreviated notations. Since no canonical notation of
product names is de ned, each salesperson uses
arbitrary abbreviations.

4 Experiments

Eciency of the proposed method is shown
through experiments. Real Lion salesperson's
daily reports (1,231 records where each note is a
text of 98 bytes on average) were used. 4 These
were not contained in the data used to develop
the knowledge dictionary.
Two evaluation measures, recall and precision, were used:
precision

where





=

X
Y

;

recall

=

structure
As P.O.P. advertisements were displayed,
sales (of product A) were good.
As free gifts were attached,
sales (of product A) were good.
As tester were lacking,
sales (of product B) were bad.

(ii) Performance of key concept extraction
Table 4 shows the results of key concept extraction per concept class. 5 Averages of precision and recall were 0.83 and 0.79.

(iii) Performance of structure extraction

There were 226 records (18%) where key concepts of both cause and e ect categories were
extracted. Table 6 shows the results of structure
extraction on average. 86% of the 226 records
had correct structures. Considering product
names, there were 80 records (6%) where product names and key concepts of two categories
were extracted. 95% of the 80 records had correct structures. Consequently, it was proved
that the combination of key concepts which belong to di erent categories could provide correct
structures, if key concepts of two categories were
extracted in each record.
Table 5 shows examples of the results of struc-

X
Z

is the number of records where target
key concepts are correctly extracted by
the system.
is the number of records where target
key concepts are extracted by the system.
is the number of records where target
key concepts are included.
X

Y

Z

(i) Performance of product name extraction
Table 3 shows the results of product name extraction on average. Precision and recall were

When there exists a key concept which was not extracted from any record nor included in any record, such
a key concept was excepted to calculate precision and
recall per concept class.
5

These were real data items, but parts of proper
nouns, such as reporter names and store names, were
modi ed to guard con dential information.
4
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Table 5: Examples of results of structure extraction.
no. original text in the notes

extracted structure

human evaluation

1

Since samples had been attached As samples were attached,
to product B, more than one sold sales of product B were good.
whenever I went.

correct

2

Product C, in two weeks, movement
of 16 packages with samples wrap- As samples were attached,
ping. Movement of product D was sales of product D were good.
not seen this month.

incorrect

Table 4: Results of key concept extraction.

Table 6: Results of structure extraction.

concept class
precision recall
logistics
selling oor
0.89
0.61
store situations
0.44
0.70
promotion
0.95
0.63
sales
0.79
0.95
market
0.92
0.82
price
0.95
0.82
stock
0.76
0.87
sales trends
0.84
0.95
customer voice
0.97
0.93
shop sta voice
1.00
0.37
bargaining
0.67
1.00
average
0.83
0.79

with/without
with
product name product name
correct
86%
95%
incorrect
14%
5%
is based on the self-organizing map algorithm.
Kaji et el. have proposed a text mining system by thesaurus navigation using the association thesauri automatically generated from text
corpus [3]. It visualizes an overview of document collection, thus it helps users to explore
document space and to nd a document which
the users would like. However, it is not adequate for analyzing important concepts in the
documents, e.g., to examine the occurrence of
concepts.
A research group in the Tokyo Research Laboratory of IBM has proposed a system called
TAKMI (Text Analysis and Knowledge MIning)
to analyze call-center telephone logs [5]. Modality and syntactic information are used to extract intentions from the documents, whereas
keywords, such as nouns, have been used as features of the documents in most past researches.
Although it is much closer to our approach and
ecient for analyzing call-center logs, it does not
have a framework for dealing with structures,
such as cause-and-e ect relationships.
A research group in Fujitsu Laboratories has
proposed a tool called ACCENT [6]. It visu-

ture extraction. 6 Report no. 1 is a correct case,
whereas no. 2 is an incorrect case. Record no.
2 is incorrect because it contained descriptions
about two products. There were few records like
that in the experiment.

5 Related Works
There has been a lot of previous research on
the analysis of documents. A research group in
Helsinki University of Technology has proposed
WEBSOM [4]. It automatically organizes documents onto a two-dimensional map so that related documents appear close to each other. It
6

The original text is in Japanese.
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alizes associations between words in the documents onto a two-dimensional map, and the
strength of association is shown by the thickness of lines between words. Although it is adequate for examining associations between words
in documents, it is dicult to understand the
trend of the document collection.
In contrast to the above previous research, we
projected MDSS (management decision support
system). The purpose was to analyze successful
and unsuccessful factors from a salesperson's reports from the viewpoint of sales trends. We
tried to extract cause-and-e ect relationships
between sales and business actions. Usually
parsing is used to get such information, but to
apply parsing to a salesperson's daily reports is
rather dicult. This is because the daily reports
are notes rather than formal reports and contain
a lot of incomplete sentences without predicates
or subjects. Our text mining method is based
on information extraction, which is composed of
key concept extraction and structure extraction
by a combination of key concepts. This method
enables us to extract cause-and-e ect relationships from documents such as notes, with a lot
of incomplete sentences.

the proposed method would be applied to daily
reports of companies in other business elds,
such as food, software, drugs, etc. [1]
The system described here is used in Toshiba's
WHY Research Service as an ASP (application
service provider) [2]. The text mining method is
also incorporated into a Toshiba software product called Knowledge Meister, which is a knowledge management tool including information retrieval, text classi cation and text clustering.
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6 Conclusions

We proposed a text mining method based on
information extraction, and a system for analysis of a salesperson's daily reports. The system
can extract structures, such as cause-and-e ect
relationships, from documents with a lot of incomplete sentences, without parsing. The efciency of the method was shown through the
experiments with real data. However, this estimation was based on traditional precision and
recall, that is, from the viewpoint of developers. A good precision and recall does not always
mean a really good system for users. To establish a method to estimate the system for users
is a future work.
A knowledge dictionary should be prepared
depending on the purpose of the analysis and
documents contents. To automatically develop
the dictionary from the text corpus using both
the technologies of natural language processing
and machine learning, is also a future work.
Though we demonstrated an application to
daily reports of a household products company,
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